
Declaration of consent

We hereby consent to photos, films or audio files in which 

___________________________________________ (participant in the project)

can be seen or heard or in which works by the participants can be seen or heard within the

scope of the __________________________________________________  project  being

published.  This  will  be  done  exclusively  for  non-commercial  purposes  linked  to  the

“Kulturrucksack  NRW”  (“Cultural  Backpack,  North  Rhine-Westphalia”)  and  the  city/the

district/the group _____________________________________________.

This  declaration of  consent is  not  limited in  terms of  time and space and comprises in

particular the dissemination, reproduction, and the right to make the photos/films/audio files

publicly accessible in the press, on television, on the radio, on the internet (including social

media such as Facebook), on image/sound carriers (e.g. DVDs), on advertising media and

materials  for  the  Kulturrucksack  NRW  or  the  city/the  district/the  group

_______________________________  (e.g.  brochures.  posters.  cards).  Furthermore,  the

declaration includes the right to reproduce the files in public and process them and to make

other non-commercial use of the works.

We are aware that we will not receive any money for the publication of the materials and that

the participants cannot always be mentioned by name. 

Place, date:

Person recorded (signature): ________________________________________________

Legal representatives:

Name: ___________________________________________________________________

Signature: ______________________________________________________________

Contact details (for any questions):



Confirmation of existing declarations of consent 

of all participants and guardians/legal representatives and of the fact that the project
management team holds the  usage rights to public photos, audio files and videos
from the project

     _______________________________________________ 

Please submit to:      _______________________________________________

(Person commissioned with the Kulturrucksack project)

I hereby confirm that only children or young people or their works for whom I have consent

for  publication  both  from  the  participants  themselves  and  from  their  parents/legal

representatives appear in photos, audio files and videos from the above mentioned project

which I forward to the city/the district/the group ____________________________________

/the  state  programme  “Kulturrucksack  NRW”  or  which  I  publish  on  the  homepage

www.kulturrucksack.nrw.de. The individual forms can be produced on request.

In the case of photographic materials:

□ I am the photographer who took the photos. □ The photographer is _______________

I confirm that I may use the materials provided at my discretion and that they are free from

the  rights  of  third  parties.  If  claims  are  made  against  the  city/the  district/the  group

_________________________ or Kulturrucksack NRW for the infringement of copyright or

personality rights, I hereby release them from any claims by third parties.

Name of the project manager: ____________________________________________

Place of performance: ____________________________________________

Project time frame: ____________________________________________

Place, date: ____________________________________________

Signature of project manager:  ____________________________________________


